INTRODUCTION

Today, it has become common practice that an interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary team of clinicians, instead of a single doctor, often manages the care of an individual patient. This is especially true in complex or difficult cases, when decisions are being made. For example, when determining the disease stage in a cancer patient, or when planning a treatment strategy that involves concurrent or sequential treatments of different modalities several specialities are involved and synchronous interaction among these professionals is preferred.

Typically this change in healthcare work practice, from a single clinician to a group of clinicians managing a patient, has resulted in the development of team meetings. Team meetings, and interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary team meetings (MDTMs), in particular, tend to have a particular set of characteristics regardless of the individual patient, the disease being discussed, or the types of treatment being considered. Such interdisciplinary /multidisciplinary team meetings are being recommended (Calman and Hine, 1995), and have been described, in Europe, Australia and North America, particularly in publically funded healthcare systems and/or large teaching centres (Groth et al., Kane and Luz, 2009). Furthermore, as healthcare continues to become more centralised and specialised, communication technology is being deployed to enable MDT services to be provided over large geographical areas (Li et al., 2008, Måseide, 2006).

These developments raise a host of issues: How are different roles, a range of expertise and specialised knowledge bases integrated? What kind of technologies are needed and/or available? How can technology be employed to support, or enhance the communication and functions of meetings? Are there particular requirements for video-mediated communication, or other I.T. based solutions, in such settings? What difference, if any, does the fact of co-location make to practice? The major focus in this special issue is on the particular problems faced in multidisciplinary team meetings in clinical domains, and the solutions offered to address these problems.

This special issue aims to bring together papers that explore the intersection between researchers focusing on, and practitioners working within, the health care sector, with an interest in different aspects on meeting processes in clinical domains. Our aim is to explicate the issues and identify how technology can be employed to improve the effectiveness of meetings. The following are suggested, but not exclusive themes. Our interest is in papers that address issues that may relate to preparation for MDTMs, communication during meetings, record keeping and/or follow-up on meeting decisions. We are also interested in the transfer of responsibility for patient care between individual specialists, and/or between different teams (co-located or technology mediated). Reports on studies conducted in ward settings, or analogous meetings among clinicians that involve these topics are also welcomed.
We encourage a broad range of contributions that are both from a technical and a social perspective, but the domain of work should be within health care. Suggested topics include:

- collaboration issues (how information is shared during clinical team meetings, and how team work is performed etc.)
- technology supporting collaboration (using for example multi-modal interfaces, information visualisation, and haptics to support different interaction forms during MDTMs)
- mediated communication (including using video conference technology and mobile systems)
- record keeping (for example information and decision capture at MDTMs)
- methods to identify design issues, conduct evaluations, development and deployment
- methodological issues (e.g. regarding collaboration between developers and procurement)
- costs, economic and policy issues
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Submissions should be no longer than 18 pages, to include Figures and Tables. All papers will be blind reviewed.
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